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PETRI METER

A quality-engineered PETRI METER is CLIP-ON Type, High Sensitive Electric Exposure Meter for various uses. Attaching to your fine PETRI camera, this PETRI METER gives you the best result of photography. To meet various demands, PETRI METER is prepared in either ASA or DIN scale. PETRI METER in ASA scale has the indication from ASA 10 to ASA 800. And PETRI METER in DIN scale has the mark from DIN 11 to DIN 30.

HOW TO USE PETRI METER

Whenever you use PETRI METER, first of all, turn the ASA (or DIN) Dial to the number to match the ASA of film you are going to use. Then turn the shutter speed number at your selection to the red indication mark. As you face the meter-front toward the subject, the needle shakes and then stops. From the positions where the needle stops, you will read the aperture number on the guide line. That is the proper aperture.

When you have enough time, it is recommendable for you to measure both the lightest and darkest part of subject, and get the average figure. It is the most proper exposure.
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